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In this webinar, AI experts from Enago discuss strategies to improve your academic
writing. Our aim with the session is to guide researchers in choosing between AI
assistance and content generation for academic publishing workflows. We will offer
best practices for the responsible utilization of AI tools, exploring their potential benefits
and limitations for ensuring research integrity.

Who Should Attend This Session?

Graduate students
Early-stage researchers
Doctoral & postdoctoral students
Established researchers and academicians
Editors
Peer Reviewers
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AI has already transformed the world of academic discourse. From refining academic
text to generating novel research ideas, AI has become a powerful ally for researchers
and authors, promising increased productivity and efficiency. However, effectively
leveraging AI requires following certain best practices.

The session focuses on the following topics:

AI’s rising role in academic writing workflows
The difference between AI assistance and content generation
Benefits of AI tools and related challenges
Best practices for using AI tools in academic writing
Live demonstration: Enhancing academic writing with Trinka AI writing assistant

About the speakers

Dr. Krishna Kumar Venkitachalam
Innovation Officer at Enago

Dr. KK is an orthopedic surgeon by qualification with 15+ years of experience in
academic publishing under various roles, including manuscript editing, manuscript
writing, editor training, author education, language technology solutions, and innovation.
As an editor/writer, he has helped hundreds of authors/researchers publish their
research in leading journals worldwide. Being passionate about science communication
and teaching, he has conducted several interactive training programs and author
workshops. These included touring workshops in India and internationally along with
online workshops in collaboration with universities and publishers. With his background
in academia, experience in science communication experience, and affinity towards
technological solutions, he plays a role as a consultant in integration of new
technologies to publishing platforms and for designing customized publication solutions
for institutions and publishers.

Piyush Agarwal
Lead Product Manager at Crimson AI
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Piyush has 12 years of experience in designing and building cutting-edge digital
products in education, technology, and academic publishing industries. Over the period
of last decade, as a product manager, he has worked with large corporates, SMEs,
start-ups, and start-up accelerator, adding immense value to their businesses. As a
developer turn product manager, he uniquely stands at the intersection of business and
technology with experience in both Corporate and start-up word. Piyush is Lead Product
Manager at Crimson and heads the product and design teams of Trinka.ai and Enago
Read. Piyush is focused on leveraging the power of AI to solve the researchers’
problems and build a resilient tech ecosystem for the entire academic publishing
industry.
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